
Unofficial notes from EOIR Chicago AILA Liaison meeting – December 13, 2021 

Attendees: 

EOIR: RDCIJ Sheila McNulty; Jody Barilla, Court Administrator; Gail Montenegro, Regional Public 

Information Officer; Andrea Ochoa, Attorney Advisor for DOJ 

AILA: Kevin Raica and JuanCamilo Parrado – AILA Chicago EOIR Liaison Committee Co-Charis 

 

Announcements from EOIR Chicago: 

Welcome to new Court Administrator 

EOIR Chicago would like to welcome and once again introduce Jody Barilla, EOIR Chicago’s new full-

time Court Administrator. Ms. Barilla is an Attorney that has worked with the court system in Ohio 

for 25 years. This is the first time that Chicago will have a full-time court administrator in about 4 

years. She is coming from a state court system. While she is new to EOIR, the administrative 

functions are quite similar in nature to prior experience.  

 

New Contact Information for Asylum Clock issues 

 

Note from Ms. Barilla: She has already received many inquiries about the EAD clock and requests for 

assistance. She understands that procedurally, this requires a letter to the court administrator. OIT 

has created a specific e-mail box so that membership can e-mail. The e-mail should be in letter form 

with relevant information case information (no wet signature, etc, require). E-mail for asylum clock 

inquiries: Chicago.asylum.clock@usdoj.gov. Pro se respondents who are tech savvy may also use this 

e-mail. 

 

IJ rotations 

 

IJ rotations continue because of COVID trends and responding protocols. EOIR Chicago has increased 

staffing levels while still permitting staff to safely distance. For the remainder of the year and into 

the first few weeks of January, there aren’t plans to increase the number of judges hearing cases at 

the court. EOIR Chicago is monitoring the impact of the holidays on COVID trends and will re-

evaluate in January. The tentative plan is to have all judges back in February, health trends 

permitting.  

 

EOIR will continue sharing IJ rotations with AILA and practitioners.  

 

Pro Bono update 

 

Announcement Re: DOJ, DM 22-01, “Encouraging And Facilitating Pro Bono Legal Services”,  (Nov 5, 

2021). Andrea Ochoa, Attorney Advisor for the court, has been working to evaluate where EOIR 

Chicago’s pro bono related efforts currently lie. EOIR Chicago hopes to create a steering committee to 

improve and encourage pro bono services. The Pro bono committee will be kicking off in January. 

 

 

mailto:Chicago.asylum.clock@usdoj.gov
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/book/file/1446651/download


EOIR Indianapolis location 

  

EOIR is looking to open a court in Indianapolis given the volume of cases from that region. The date 

is currently uncertain, but the current target date to begin hearing cases in Indianapolis would be 

sometime in 2023. Many of EOIR’s buildouts have been delayed due to COVID, so it is possible that 

the court may not be ready until late 2023. The target is to have 7 or 8 court rooms, which means 

EOIR would be hiring to fill the new court rooms. The Indiana Court would have its own Assistant 

Chief Immigration Judge. 

 

Model Hearing Program 

 

The court is looking to host a model hearing conference. Tentatively scheduled for April 15, 2022. 

The idea is to have practitioners participate and observe model hearings before EOIR. EOIR Chicago 

is looking for volunteers and DHS trial attorney to participate in the program. Local IJs will be 

participating in this program. Modeled after the “model hearing program” piloted at the 11 

dedicated docket courts. The program will last approximately 3-4 hours.  

Q&A 

 

• Is the court able to provide any updates regarding the next phase of the Court’s reopening post 

COVID-19 related closures? Does the court have any updates about when master hearings will 

resume? Will master hearings resume at full pre-pandemic capacity or will the Court meter the 

number of hearings? 

 

The Court does not yet have a date certain as to when non-detained master hearings will resume. 

EOIR Chicago has received direction via e-mail that the department can continue max capacity with 

telework. It is worth noting that 70% of dockets are moving forward.  

 

IJ’s Rosche and Naseem are working fully remote. That means they are hearing cases nearly every 

day. IJ Luskin is at the Richmond Adjudication center and is hearing cases on his docket via Webex 

until sometime in February 2022. Other IJs are still on an every other week rotation. 

 

In January, the court is hoping to begin a small number of master calls for IJs McKenna and Defoe. 

They have the most cases ready to go. Tentatively starting the week of January 18th. These master 

calls will be for represented individuals only.  IJ McKenna and Defoe will have master calls on 

different days. The goal is that the hearings will remain telephonic or WebEx only. However if 

someone wants to come in, they can motion for an in-person hearing. For WebEx, Attorney and 

respondent may be able to be in separate locations or both in one location. 

 

Other courts have done staggered hearings. Depending on the COVID situation, maybe in February 

2022, start staggering master calls with about 5 an hour. No concrete plans and all dependent on 

developments with COVID. 

 

The court notes that remote hearings appear to work best when all participants are using WebEx 



rather than mix of teleconference and dial-in by phone 

 

• How is the Court assigning review and ruling of motions?  

 

IJs receive motions on a daily basis from the legal assistants both in and out of office. IJs typically 

rule on the motions when they get them. IJs will rule on motions remotely. 

 

• Are judges able to rule on motions remotely or are judges require to be in-office to rule on motions? 

Our members continue to experience delays in responses to motions and difficulty in following up 

with clerks regarding these motions. Considering that many of the motions that practitioners file are 

time-sensitive, will the Court consider sharing e-mails or phone numbers of clerks for follow up? We 

appreciate the Court sharing the list of clerks with our members, but without contact information, 

the utility of the list is somewhat limited. If the Court is not able to provide direct contact 

information for clerks, would the Court consider creating an e-mail address dedicated to motion 

inquiries? 

The court is committed to timely review of motions. Please contact Jody Barilla with specific cases 

where motions have not been ruled on in order to address those circumstances. Over the last few 

years there have been retirements and shifting of dockets. The “retired” dockets are worked on by 

IJ’s on rotation. The shifting of these dockets may be a reason for some delays.  

 

Now that the court has a full time-court administrator, there are some systems in place to make 

sure motions are ruled on in a timely manner. That said, please do bring delayed responses to the 

attention of the court.  Attorneys can call or e-mail if there specific cases. 

Follow up from AILA: Most often we see issues with motions to continue. The other one that comes 

up is VD for those that are going forward with consular processing where an interview date may 

have been issued on short notice.   

IJs have expressed some frustration with motions filed on the day before a hearing, so please file 

motions to continue as early as possible.  

In terms of a VD request, please title them as “Emergency Motion…” and try to have stipulation with 

DHS about VD in order to avoid the IJ having to schedule a hearing before issuing a VD order. 

Perhaps include the date of consular interview in the motion’s caption. With these emergency 

motions, if a judge is not assigned to the case currently (e.g. a now retired IJ administratively closed 

the case or last heard the case and it is not currently assigned), you can caption them to the 

attention of IJ McNulty. You can also follow up with the Court Administrator. They will in turn make 

sure it gets ruled on by the appropriate judge in a timely manner.  

Judges are tag-teaming with each other to cover hearings for each other when an IJ has to be out 

because of an emergency. Given the ongoing telework plan, the Court asks practitioners to please 

be flexible. 

• We acknowledge that the on-going public health emergency requires flexibility from all parties 

involved in removal proceedings. However, our members and clients continue to experience delays 

in communications from the Court regarding cancelled or advanced hearings, often times not 



learning of modified hearings until just days or hours before a hearing. Our members have reported 

learning of cancelled hearings from checking the EOIR portals rather than communication from the 

Court. Could the Court confirm that there are protocols whereby Court staff can either e-mail or call 

attorneys to notify them of cancellations in a timely manner? If not, will the Court consider creating 

such a protocol? 

If the court has a last minute cancellation, the court does try to notify attorneys and respondents 

directly through phone. The court does have Spanish speakers, so if there are Spanish respondents, 

the court does attempt to reach out.  

 

In some situations, rather than reschedule, an alternate IJ will step in. The court asks for flexibility 

with maybe staying a few hours extra. For example, where a 9 a.m. adjustment before one IJ needs 

to be moved, if the attorney is able to stay until 10, then another IJ may be able to fill-in and hear 

the case.  

 

If the court is not able to find an IJ to step-in to hear a case then the court would likely continue. 

Follow-up from AILA: We are often seeing hearing notices postdated several days/weeks after a 

hearing has been re-scheduled and the hearing notice has been printed. 

There has been hiring over the last year and by next year, the court his hoping to have full staff. 

Hopefully with full staff, the court will be able to resolve many of these issues. 

Please note that legal assistant Ellen Emmich is retiring at the end of the month.  

• Considering USPS’ announcement that USPS will be slowing down certain delivery services1, is the 

court implementing any additional safe guards or procedures to ensure prompt mailing of time-

sensitive notices? Even where a case is a paper file rather than an ECAS file, is the Court able to 

make orders available on ECAS? 

 

Encourage attorneys who are enrolled in ECAS to file via ECAS. OIT is working on updating portals 

and making them more user friendly.  

 

The court is not able to issue ECAS notices for paper cases. However, the court is working on 

converting old cases to ECAS. Hopefully someday soon all orders and communications will be 

instantaneous via ECAS. 

 

• Is the Court able to provide guidance on what the most effective means of captioning motions 

requesting that a case be set for merits as soon as possible might be? We have heard from 

practitioners that there may be differences in labeling a motion as a “Motion to Set Merits” 

compared to labeling it as a “Motion to Advance Merits”. Can the Court clarify? 

 

 
1 See Revised Service Standards for First-Class Package Service to Occur After the Holiday Shipping Season (Oct 8, 
2021), available at https://about.usps.com/newsroom/statements/100821-revised-service-standards-first-class-to-
occur-after-holiday-shipping-season.htm  

https://about.usps.com/newsroom/statements/100821-revised-service-standards-first-class-to-occur-after-holiday-shipping-season.htm
https://about.usps.com/newsroom/statements/100821-revised-service-standards-first-class-to-occur-after-holiday-shipping-season.htm


Since motions to set merits, may result in setting a merits for some time in the future, “Motion to 

Advance Merits” or “Motion to Advance to Merits Hearing” may result in a more clear request to 

have a hearing scheduled at the earliest possible moment. The more information that attorneys 

include in the motion the more likely a case will be set quickly. Making sure the evidence is on file 

will also allow the judge to make sure the case is actually ready for a merits. 

 

• It is our understanding from previous standing orders and overall court practice that is in the best 

interest of all parties to confer about and resolve some matters prior to appearing at hearings. Our 

practitioners often have trouble communicating and receiving responses from the OPLA. Is the court 

able to address this issue with OPLA and encourage OPLA to respond in good faith to our members’ 

attempts to stipulate to or otherwise resolve matters prior to appearing before judges? 

 

EOIR will raise the issue and reiterate this at future meetings with OPLA. IJs understand this is a 

concern and it is their top priority. Judges appreciate being able to review stipulations. 

 

• Can the court confirm whether judges are continuing to issue scheduling orders pursuant to the 

April 2, 2021, revised case flow processing memo? Do we know how many of the Court’s cases have 

received such scheduling orders? 

Yes, judges are continuing to issue scheduling orders on dedicated docket cases and some other 

cases as identified. Thjs is not the broad case flow processing system previously announced where 

scheduling orders would essentially replace the Master Calendar. We do not have statistics at the 

moment as to how many scheduling orders have been issued. IJs Naseem and McKenna were the 

first two IJs that started issued scheduling orders under the case flow process. Some of IJ Defoe’s 

cases will come from case flow. Jody is very interested in case flow and looks to continue creating 

efficiencies through this process. Please remember to file motions if needed, if for example a master 

hearing is required. 

  

• We understand that the Court’s lease at 525 W Van Buren is ending soon. Is the Court able to 

provide an update about the Court’s next lease and whether the Court will be relocating?  

 

The Court really likes their current location. Landlord is GSA (Government Service Administration). 

The Court has temporarily extended the current lease. EOIR Chicago will probably relocate some 

time next year. There is no firm date at the moment. GSA still has to go through the market 

conditions study, etc. 

 

• Would the Court consider holding a joint EOIR and OPLA stakeholder meeting with AILA in order to 

address issues, procedures and practices that relate to both agencies? 

 

Yes 

 

 

• Where the judges hearing detained cases issue short filing deadlines to pro se, detained, individuals 

to file applications such as I-589s, is the court able assist individuals with court interpreters to help 



respondents fill out such forms, particularly where the respondent may be a third language speaker, 

such as indigenous language speakers (non-Spanish/English)? 

 

This would be a conflict of interest. Sometimes judges do that unofficially. The ideal scenario is for 

respondents to receive the interpretation services they need through OLAP (Office of Legal Access 

Programs). 

  

• Follow up question on IJ Luskin: Will there be hiring for his position?  

 

Hoping to finish up as much as possible on his docket by the end of February 2022. There is an IJ 

transferring in from LA. Sebastian Patti is transferring in to Chicago at the end of February 2022. He 

was previously the Chief Judge with the Domestic Violence Branch Court in the Cook County court 

system. 


